
Getting Started on Etsy





Hello! I’m Nicole
Party’n With Plants

I’ve partnered with HQ in 2019 to be an 

Etsy U instructor help others grow their 

shops!

Started on Etsy in 2017

Etsy is now my FT job and I built a 

studio/warehouse in 2020 to process 

orders

Favorite Etsy U workshop is the SEO 

class

Nicole

!



Questions?

Send a message through Etsy at 
my shop: Partynwithplants
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1
Why Etsy?

2
Shop Optimization

3
Resources

Agenda

Getting Started on 
Etsy
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What is Etsy?

Etsy is the global marketplace for unique and creative 
goods. It’s home to a universe of special, extraordinary 
items, from unique handcrafted pieces to vintage 
treasures.

The platform empowers sellers to do what they love 
and helps buyers find what they love.

Etsy.com
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Instantly reach millions of buyers in the US and around 
the world as part of a trusted brand. Etsy’s investment 
in marketing helps shoppers from around the globe 
discover something amazing on Etsy

Set up your shop quickly - and affordably! All you need 
is an hour and a few Euros to open your online shop on 
Etsy. Most fees are incurred only when you make a 
sale.

Be part of Etsy’s vibrant community of entrepreneurs 
and access the collective wisdom and expertise of 
fellow sellers

Easily manage your income and expenses on Etsy with 
a built-in payment account.

Why Sell on Etsy?
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Stock your shop

$0.20 listing fee per item

Converted to your local currency given exchange rate 

at time of sale.

Listings are active for four months or until they sell.

6.5% transaction fee*

3% + 0.25 USD  payment processing fee

Payment processing fees for Etsy Payments orders 

vary according to the location of your bank account.

*6.5%, starting April 11, 2022

15% commission

When a shopper clicks on one of those online ads for 

your products and purchases from your shop within 

30 days, you’ll pay an advertising fee. You only pay an 

advertising fee when you make a sale – eliminating 

the risk you could pay for ads that don’t work for you. 

When you make a sale

Offsite Ads Fees

https://help.etsy.com/hc/en-us/articles/115015628847-What-are-Payment-Processing-Fees-for-Etsy-Payments-?segment=selling


● Sell on Etsy App: Manage 
orders, edit listings and 
respond to buyers 
instantly, from anywhere

● Shop customisation: 
Make your shop your 
own

● Integrations: Connect to 
services to help grow and 
streamline your business

● Shop stats: Data showing 
how shoppers find your 
shop and engage with 
your listings

Toolbox at 
your fingertips

9
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Who is your target audience and what is important to 
them?

● Shipping Profiles

● Shop Policies

● Branding and listing descriptions

● Packaging

What are your goals for your Etsy shop?

Prepare for key moments: special occasions, holidays 

Build your Etsy Shop 
Strategy
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● Select your starting range of products for your 
Etsy Shop. For each of these items:

• Gather all product titles, descriptions, 
pricing and tags / keywords into one 
document or folder

• Organize all the photos to go along with 
those listings

● Gather your banking information to set up your 
account (this is how you get paid!)

● Production Partners 

What You’ll Need to Get 
Started
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Shop Set Up and 
Optimization

1 
Top tips for choosing your Etsy 
shop name

2 
Customizing the look of a shop

3 
Listing keywords

4 
Creating listings that convert

5
Product photography

6
Mistakes new Etsy sellers make

Agenda



Shop Name



Top tips for choosing a shop name

● Brainstorming an Etsy shop name: Choose suggestive words that reflect your style.

● Put the Etsy shop name to the test: Do some research and run the name by friends, 

family, and other sellers before fully committing to a shop name.

● Make the Etsy shop name memorable: A good shop name should be easy for people to 

understand and remember.

● Done is better than perfect: If you’re feeling stuck or not totally happy with your name, it 

is possible to change it later!



Customizing the look of 
your shop home



Tips for customizing your shop page

● Tell a visual story with a shop icon and banner. Stand out by upgrading your account to 

begin experimenting with two next-level layouts that really help your brand shine!

● Let your products shine by maximizing listing photos, curating  listing arrangements, 

and showcasing product lines.

● Share your shop's story by filling out the "about" section and including a shop owner 

photo.





https://www.etsy.com/shop/Foxegle






Search



Search on Etsy

Let's review how Etsy search 

works and some strategies you 

can use to optimize your shop 

and listings. We’ll look at:

1. Keywords

2. Creating listings that 

convert

3. The customer experience
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Google SearchEtsy Search



Items in Etsy’s search results 

must match the buyer’s search 

word or phrase. Items that do 

not match a buyer’s search won’t 

be included in results.

Titles & tags

The key information provided in 

item attributes is considered in 

Etsy search, similar to keywords 

in item tags and titles.

Attributes & categories

To show items that buyers are 

likely to purchase, Etsy’s search 

algorithm considers how well 

individual items tend to do in 

search. 

Listing quality

Etsy Search



When you set up your shop on Etsy, you choose a shop language. The titles and tags 

you add to your listings should be in the language you choose during setup. We’ll 

translate your keywords and show shoppers results that match their query and 

language settings.

If you speak multiple languages, you can add your own translations to your listings. 

Translations you add yourself tend to be higher quality and sound more natural so they 

often outperform machine translations.

Etsy Search

Translations & language



The number of photos you upload doesn’t 

directly impact your item’s search 

placement, but using all 10 listing photos 

may increase your conversion rate. 

Great reviews, completed About section, 

competitive shipping rates, and completed 

shop policies can all help your placement in 

search. 

Etsy Search

Product photography Customer & market experience
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Pro Tips:
Keywords

● Use a title that is concise, easy to 

understand, and includes keywords 

buyers would use to search for your item. 

● Place the most influential phrases at the 

front of title.

● Use all 13 tags available to you. Include a 

variety of specific, descriptive keywords 

and phrases.

● Select accurate attributes and categories

● Write in your shop language–unless 

you’re fluent in multiple languages and 

want to add your own translations!

● Use your stats to track which listings 

buyers are engaging with the most.



Pro Tips:
Creating listings 
that “convert” and a 
positive customer & 
marketplace 
experience

● Use engaging, “click-worthy” photos

● Write engaging, informative listing 

descriptions–think about your target 

market here! 

● Offer excellent customer service

● Complete your About section

● Add shop policies





Listing title 

example
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New shops and listings start with a neutral quality score. When a new listing is created, it 

gets a small, temporary boost in search results so Etsy search can quickly learn more about 

how shoppers interact with it.

A note about Etsy Search 
and new shops



Product Photography



Product 
Photography

Once a buyer 

discovers your listing, 

your photos can 

communicate your 

product and brand. 

Listing photos are a 

major influencer in 

purchase behavior. 

Purchases can

positively contribute 

to search ranking.
Photos from WhichGoose on Etsy.
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Seven Essential
Product Photos

● Studio Shot

● Lifestyle Shot

● Scale Shot

● Detail Shot

● Group Shot

● Packaging Shot

● Process Shot



In this studio shot, the plain 

backdrop brings out the textures 

and form of Barruntando’s 

porcelain yarn bowls.

Studio Shot
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CalhounAndCo uses a lifestyle 

photo of their blanket draped over 

a chair to help buyers imagine 

how it would look in their home.

Lifestyle Shot
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Lingua Nigra illustrates the size 

of these gold-plated bangles on 

a model’s wrist.

Scale Shot
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This detail shot of Mount Royal 

Mint's soft sculpture shows off 

the item's embroidered stripes 

and wooly texture.

Detail Shot
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The lma Mays Attic uses a group 

shot to show the front, back and 

side of her opaque glass beads, 

all in one image.

Group Shot
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Mir Dinara employs a packaging 

shot to show off the gift box and a 

free recipe card included with 

their tea towels.

Packaging Shot
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Goose Grease uses a process 

photo to highlight that their 

wooden dolls are painted by hand.

Process Shot
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Listing videos allow you to 

showcase your products in ways 

that aren’t possible with static 

photographs.

From preempting common 

questions to highlighting usability 

and showcasing creative details 

that will stick in shoppers’ minds 

as they browse, listing videos will 

help you bring your products to 

life and give buyers even more 

confidence when they decide to 

purchase an item.

Listing Videos



Ideas from Nicole:
-Mock Ups
-Etsy Banner/ Branding kit
-Screen shot a 5 star review as a 
photo



5 Common Mistakes 
New Etsy Sellers Make



Mistake #1: Not focusing enough on 
product photography.
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Tips from experienced sellers
Experienced Etsy sellers have shared lessons they learned while building successful creative 

businesses on Etsy.

Mistake #2: Ignoring the business side of 
running a shop.

Mistake #3: Neglecting the importance of 
tags.

Mistake #5: Giving up too quickly.

Mistake #4: Not getting the word out about 
your business.
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Getting your first sale 1
Shipping success

2
Encouraging 5-star reviews and 
repeat customers

3
Shop finances

Agenda



Shipping Success



Shipping success
● Packaging and marketing materials
● Developing a shipping strategy

○ Determine postage and policies
■ Shipping profiles
■ Shipping upgrades
■ International shipping
■ Insurance
■ Returns

● Communicating with your customers
○ Good communication shows your buyers that you’re 

moving forward with their orders and answers common 
questions. Don’t hesitate to ask for clarification!

● Keep calm and carry on!
○ Sometimes shipping challenges are out of your control. 

■ Identify problem areas 
■ Stay alert 
■ Keep good records. 
■ Review the Seller Protection Policy - always reach 

out to myself or Etsy with any questions.



Positive Reviews and Repeat 
Customers



Encouraging 5-star reviews and 
repeat customers

When shoppers write about their experience making a 
purchase in their reviews, they often mention three 
important factors:

● Quality
● Customer service
● Shipping

Let’s go over a few things that may lead to positive 
reviews!
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Use your listing description to 
answer shoppers’ questions

Showcase your product from all 
sides

Set expectations with a clear 
return policy

Include photos of the item’s best features, and if they’re 

selling vintage items, include photos that show any flaws.

A clear return policy can give potential shoppers 

confidence in the level of customer service they’ll receive 

from you.

A listing description is a chance to show off personality 

and highlight what makes the shop's products unique, but 

it should also cover all the “nuts and bolts” type of 

information a customer would need to understand 

exactly what they’re purchasing.

Positive reviews 
can influence a 
buyer’s decision 
to make a 
purchase. 

Respond to messages quickly

Let shoppers know when their 
item will be delivered

Ship on time

Shoppers often mention shipping time in their reviews. 

Keep them happy by setting clear expectations upfront.

If things get hectic or circumstances beyond your control 

will cause an order to go out later than planned, send a 

personal note to the buyer to let them know what’s 

changed. 

When shoppers have questions about products, they 

want answers right away.

Surprise and delight with 
thoughtful touches
Let customers know how much their business is 

appreciated with a handwritten thank-you note and pretty 

packaging.

Send a thank-you coupon
Create a thank-you coupon to automatically send to 

customers as an email with a coupon code after their order 

is complete



Finances



Streamline Your Shop Finances

Avoid deposit delays and keep your shop running 
smoothly using this checklist:

● Double-check bank details
● Review deposit schedule which can be set to daily, 

weekly, biweekly or monthly. 
● Get to know your Payment account
● Understand deposit total
● Keep your payment information updated
● Pay bills automatically (US-based sellers)
● Review shop’s return policies

Photo from ArteeLuarBookbinding on Etsy

https://www.etsy.com/your/shops/me/payments
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Growing your business 1
Shop Stats

2
Creating a small business budget

3
Marketing essentials

4
Social media marketing

5
Advertising on Etsy

6
Tips for getting featured on Etsy

Agenda



Understanding your 
shop performance with 
Shop Stats

Understanding how your business is performing 

over time is essential in crafting an effective 

growth strategy. In your Shop Stats, you can dig 

into a wide variety of information. 

At a glance: Shop Stats will show stats on the 

number of visits, orders placed, conversion rate, 

and revenue over the past 30 days.

How are shoppers finding you? Shop Stats will 

show the percentage of shoppers who found your 

shop using social media, advertising, direct and 

other traffic, and Etsy.



Understanding your shop performance with Shop Stats



Understanding your 
shop performance with 
Shop Stats

Deep dive into listing-level engagement

You Shop Stats also show an array of 

performance metrics for all of your 

active listings. You’ll see a sum of total 

listing views for the time period you 

select, along with the average number of 

listings a shopper views when they visit 

your shop. You can also see which 

listings are viewed and sold most 

frequently, along with the revenue 

generated from each listing during the 

time period.
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Creating a small 
business budget
Make sure you’re covering expenses and 
planning for the future with a budget that helps 
your business grow.

● Establish a system for tracking expenses 
and income. Keeping track of expenses 
helps you make more informed 
decisions—and helps you avoid surprises 
like an unexpectedly large tax bill or 
unnecessary debt.

● Assess your approach to pricing. As a 
creative business owner, the prices you 
set for your products are pivotal in 
establishing a steady, sustainable income 
stream for your business. 

● Forecast your potential growth. 
Forecasting is an educated guess, based 
on previous business performance, of 
how your business will do in the future.
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Marketing your business

When it comes to your marketing strategy, it is 

important to get off to a smart start:

● Determine your target customer

● Understand your brand voice

● Define your unique selling proposition
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Marketing your business
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Social media 
marketing
Social media is one of your most 
effective low-cost promotional 
tools as a small business owner. 

By using social media marketing to 
your advantage, you can grow 
brand awareness, connect with 
customers, and reach new potential 
buyers. 

Each channel has its own strengths 
and weaknesses, making each one 
appropriate for different styles of 
promotion. Before you launch a 
social media campaign, consider 
what types of promotions you plan 
to create and which platform would 
be the best match.
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Advertising
Want to get your products in front 
of more people? When done right, 
paid advertising can be a highly 
effective way to reach a new 
audience for your products—and 
drum up more sales for your 
growing business.

Etsy Ads make your listings more 
prominent for millions of buyers 
searching for products on the site. 
You set a daily budget, let your 
campaign run, and we’ll continually 
optimize how your budget is spent 
over time to boost your exposure in 
Etsy search results. 
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Etsy Ads
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Getting featured 
on Etsy.com

Beyond advertising, there are other 
ways to increase traffic to a shop. 
Getting featured by Etsy can be 
really helpful–especially for newer 
sellers!

Etsy's Merchandising team looks 
for the following when choosing 
Editor Picks:

● Make your shop easy to find
● Focus on photography
● Develop your brand
● Tell your story
● Be transparent
● Sell great products
● Market your expertise
● Model excellence
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Resources for new sellers

● Follow Etsy Success on Instagram and Facebook for more 

advice and inspiration on running an Etsy shop.

● Subscribe to the Etsy Success podcast to hear directly from 

sellers, Etsy staff, and other experts on a variety of topics.

● Etsy Teams: Etsy Teams are groups run by members, for 

members, to provide support to one another. As part of a 

Team, you have access to advice, inspiration, and growth 

opportunities direct from a community of sellers like you.

● Etsy Forums: The Etsy Forums is a place for members of the 

Etsy seller community to gather and discuss a wide variety of 

topics about running a creative business.

● Seller stories from the community: Explore sellers’ Inspiring 

Workspaces, hear from entrepreneurs who’ve Quit Their Day 

Jobs, and more in our ongoing seller features.

66

Stay in the loop!
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https://www.instagram.com/etsysuccess/
https://etsy.me/follow-success-facebook
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/etsy-success-podcast/id1239556187
https://community.etsy.com/t5/Etsy-Teams/ct-p/teams
https://community.etsy.com/t5/Etsy-Forums/ct-p/forums
https://www.etsy.com/seller-handbook/category/community
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Want to take additional 
Etsy U Workshops?
Check out our other workshops at: 

www.etsyu.etsy.com

My next workshop is...

Today at 7pm! 
Everything SEO

http://www.etsyu.etsy.com


Questions?

Send a message through Etsy at 
my shop: Partynwithplants



Thank You
Nicole at Partyn With Plants


